
EZY PLANK
changing things one plank at a time

Here at Recycled Timber Innovations, we love the idea of recycling, upcycling, 
and the repurposing of wood. We especially love recycled, reclaimed and 
sustainably sourced wood, because it tells us a story, it has a history and a life 
before we even get it. And.. it really excites us when all that reclaimed wood 
is turned into fantastic products that make the whole process of designing, 
buying, shipping and installing them really, simple. 

The whole aim of our products is to inspire and give the end user a truly 
bespoken product, that has been created by nature and lived a previous life 
in a house, factory, warehouse or utilised structurally somehow. Our products 
can give you a variety of looks depending on what look you are after. 
Rustic. Industrial. Shabby Chic. Modern. Contemporary. Organic. Minimalist. 
Traditional. Coastal.

WHO ARE WE



OUR PRODUCTS

“Blondes” available in varies widths from 70mm, 80mm, 100mm, 120mm & 170mm

These are produced from the inner layers that are sliced after the outside rough sawn 
skins are removed. They vary from lightly featured to extremely featured. Some show 
previous man-made features whilst others show us mother nature’s touch. 



Rough Sawn Face (outer skins) Available in varies widths from 70mm, 80mm, 100mm, 
120mm & 170mm

These are produced from the outer layers of the timber. They vary from lightly featured 
to extremely featured. Some will be grey and weathered whilst other that have been 
protected over the years will show warm brown tonings.



“Pipeline Reds” available in 2 widths from 70mm to 130mm

These are produced from the inner layers that are sliced after the outside rough sawn 
skins are removed. They vary from lightly featured to extremely featured. A variety of 
warm red toning’s. 

Pipeline Rough Sawn Face (outer skins) Available in widths from 70mm to 130mm. 

These are produced from the outer layers of the timber. They vary from lightly 
featured to extremely featured. Some will be grey and weathered whilst other that 
didn’t see as much weather over the years will show warm brown toning’s.



OUR PROCESS

Hand remove the timber from the demolition 
site.  

Slice the timber.  

Kiln Drying.  

De-nail the timber.  

Weight the timber to keep flat whilst air drying. 

Final preparation 
machining.

Sanded/unfilled. Feature filled not 
sanded. 



COMPLETED PROJECTS





WHAT IS OUR PRODUCT

Thin layers of timber are removed from recycled timber. It is processed and packaged. 
From here it can be used for a variety of purposes such as; feature walls or lining 
kitchen cupboards or doors. Limited only by your imagination.

Stop this from happening by buying our products.

Most companies demolish houses using heavy equipment and then send it to land fill.


